
 

 

 

 

 

 

1. Name of the Game (it will be effective, interesting and attractive) 

2. Game Platform (board game, simulation, card game, psyhical game etc.) 

3. Game Type (strategy, learning, reminding, decision making, only a fun, etc.) 

4. Target Group’s Age Range  

5. Game Time (it will be playable easily and get the result in an efficient time 

balance) 

6. Gamer Types (socializer, achiever, killer, explorer etc.) 

7. Fun Level (hard fun, serious fun, people fun, etc.) 

8. Learning Level (1-5 complexity, if there is a real complex thinking and 

decision taking actions think about how the game contains and need hard 

skills) 

9. Theme/Main Idea (you may define it detailly) 

10. Scenario (you may dream and write it detailly) 

11. Overall Objective (you may write it detailly, it may contains theme, skills, 

complexity and scenario all together) 

12. Specific Objectives (you may write it detailly and specifically, it should be 1 

or few more) 

13. Skills and Competences (you may define them write it detailly, at least it is 

important to develop new skills and competences or empower them through 

games with youth in action) 

 

 



14. Game Mechanics (you may define them write it detailly, as you admit 

mechanics are the elements that helps to cycle and progress your game) (game 

levels, rewards, points, motivation resources, winner definition etc.) 

15. Game Dynamics (you may define them write it detailly; as you admit 

dynamics are the emotions and intrinsic outputs in the player’s mind and heart) 

16. Rules (you may define them write it detailly, they should be clear, 

understandable and easy) 

17. How to Play (you may define them write it detailly; it may combine with No. 

16 or you can consider it independently) 

18. Accessories and Tools (you may design them and prototype it detailly; 

moneys, coins, cards, boards, maps, role cards, dices etc.) 

19. Other Details (if you wish to add more… and re-playability) 

  

 


